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INTRODUCTION AND
MISSION STATEMENT
Cryptocurrency is changing the world and the lives of many people that invest in
it every day; however, corporate America and businesses in the US have yet to
fully utilize it to its benefit. War Pigs Token is directly addressing this as we are
bridging the gap between Corporate America Merchant Cash Advance (“MCA”)
private financing and blockchain.

What are MCAs?
MCAs are a type of alternative small business financing. Generally speaking, MCA
companies provide funds to businesses in exchange for a percentage of the
businesses’ revenue. Typically, an MCA company will make daily withdrawals
from the business’s bank account until the obligation has been met.
The MCA market is a multi-billion dollar market that is expected to witness a
dramatic growth estimated to reach close to USD 1140 billion by 2028. MCA
loans are especially needed during tough economies like the one we are living in
today. Furthermore, as this industry matures and the tech world is advancing
rapidly, more tech companies are utilizing MCAs.

Partnerships with Prime
MCA Lenders
War Pigs will use corporate treasury tax funds earned by the company to
syndicate into top Prime MCA lenders. Though we are not a lending platform,
funds syndicated to MCA lenders will generate significant profits from the
company’s return on investment. The return on investments in this space can
range anywhere between 10-20%.

Ecosystem and Token
Sustainability
We will provide stability and a sustainable ecosystem as bridged assets will be
backed by the ROI. Then, our corporate body, as required by the minutes in law,
will buy ETH in the amount of 10% to 20% and then bring it back to our rewards
treasury. This will create a massive buy back effect and a huge reward system
for our Token Holders and Stakers.
Our ecosystem and the utility we provide is one of a kind and sets us apart from
any other token on the market today. We are excited to finally bring blockchain
and crypto to Corporate America and conquer it as we continue to secure more
and more partnerships in the MCA lending space. And this is all just the
beginning of our ever-growing project.

COMPANY NAME: WPT Investing Corp
COMPANY TYPE: C Corp Entity

TEAM
PROFILES:
Jonathan Menjivar
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
Entrepreneur
Business Consultant
15+ years of experience in Finance
and Investment.

Nahla Kamaluddin, Esq.
Chief Operations Officer
Attorney (Juris Doctor, LLM)
Founder of Kamaluddin Law Firm
Crypto and Blockchain Consultant

You can trust that War Pigs is being run and managed by an extremely qualified
team with over 40 years of combined experience in finance, investment, business,
and legal consulting. We pride ourselves in our relentless drive and motivation to
explore new and creative ways to expand our utility and continue War Pigs’ path
towards success and consistent growth of our chart and token value.

UTILITY 1: PARTNERSHIP WITH TOP
PRIVATE MCA PRIME LENDERS VIA
DAPP (Decentralized Application)
We are pioneering the front way of real-life utility into blockchain. By bridging
the gap between MCA Private Financing and Blockchain, we will provide
stability and a sustainable ecosystem. Our innovative Decentralized App will
allow for funds to be syndicated into Prime MCA Lenders, which will bring
considerable return on investment to our company, WPT Investing Corp. From
there, our company, via corporate vote, will decide to buy anywhere from 1020% of the ROI into ETH. The ETH will then be used to buy into our Rewards
Treasury without liquidity removal. This will create a constant buy back effect,
give high percentage rewards to stakers and holders, and maintain a healthy
chart while creating passive income.

UTILITY 2: NFT COLLECTION & NFT
STAKING ($BACON)
Our unique NFT collection will be available to use in a Play to Earn Game and The Metaverse.
1000 2D Epic / 2% Staking Rewards.
Price: $358 each.
1,000 3D Legendary / 4% Staking Rewards. (original base character).
Price: $878 each.
1,000 3D Founders / 6% Staking Rewards. (buff, muscular, veiny character to distinguish
Founders).
Price: $1268 each.
Each holder will be able to stake their NFTs and earn Bacon Tokens, which can be used to sell,
swap, or claim USDC rewards. This will prevent “dumps” and “sell-offs” from our main War Pigs
Token and help maintain a healthy chart and support the growth of War Pigs Token value.
The 3D NFTs will be available in multiple Chains Metaverses.

UTILITY 3: WAR PIGS TOKEN STAKING ($WPT)
WPT Investing Corp holders will have the ability to stake $WPT tokens and maximize
their rewards. Our BrewLabs created staking pools are connected to our corporate
ROI rewards treasury. Therefore your staked tokens will receive high percentage
returns in native token $WPT. Also, we will have a USDC staking pool to maximize
stable rewards for our holders. We call it the staking trifecta. $WPT Staking Pool,
USDC Staking Pool & our Innovative NFT $Bacon Staking Pool.

$WPT, NFT ($Bacon) & USDC Staking pools
lock options available: 60 / 90 / 180 days.

TOKENOMICS
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY 10 MILLION
(10,000,000.)

As you can see from the chart below, we have developed an innovative
ecosystem that will support a sustainable and healthy chart, bring significant
rewards to our holders, and cause our token value to grow organically over time.
Say goodbye to pumps and dumps, and welcome to the new age of passive
income in crypto.
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TOKENOMICS
TAXES
SELL TAX - 25% (FIRST WEEK)
SELL TAX - 15% (SECOND WEEK)
Stays 12% there after.
BUY TAX - 12% (FIRST WEEK)
BUY TAX - 10% (SECOND WEEK)
Stays 8% there after
We will be doing TAX events and discounts to reward our holders and
buyers randomly & announced.
Operations wallet in ETH - 4%
Percentage of every sell & buy transaction that will be used for marketing
efforts, competitions and buybacks to bring more exposure to the project and
further support its growth. Also, Will be used for Operational Expenses,
Salaries & Development of the Token’s Utility.
Corporate Treasury in ETH - 4%
Percentage of tax earned corporate funds that will be syndicated to MCA
Prime Lenders. 10% to 20% of Corporate ROI will go to our ecosystem for
rewards and more.
Liquidity Pool - 2%
Percentage of every Sell or Buy Transaction that will be placed back into
liquidity to support the growth and success of the token.
Buy Back / Rewards Treasury - %2
Percentage of every transaction that will be allocated in the corporate rewards
treasury. Instead of wasting our low supply of tokens with gimmick burns. We
will grow the rewards treasury to benefit our holders and stakers.
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We will be doing TAX events and discounts to reward our holders and
buyers randomly & announced.

THE ECOSYSTEM
We are pioneering the front way of real life utility into blockchain. With our
ECOSYSTEM, corporate treasury, features / utilities and unique Dapp, we provide
stability and a steady positive cashflow.
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1
200+ Holders
Ecosystem Phase 1
Pre-launch Contract Audit
Team Doxxing
Twitter Page Launch
Website Launch
Marketing Campaign V1
Pre-sales May & June 2022
Website V1
500+ Telegram Members
Business Partnerships
Incorporate in the State of New York
Organize Corporate Structure

PHASE 2

500+ Holders
Ecosystem Phase 2
Marketing Campaign V2 (Youtube, Twitter, TG Calls & AMA’s.)
1000+ Telegram Members
BrewLabs Smart Contract & Dual Treasury Contract.
Website V2
White Paper V2
War Pigs 2D & 3D NFT Collection Previews
Token Launch
Apply Tier 3 Exchanges
Decentralized App Development (Phase I)
War Pigs Token Staking Platform
More Corporate Business Partnerships
Coin Gecko Listing
CMC Listing

PHASE 3
1000+ Holders
Ecosystem Phase 3
Final Website Version Web 3.0
Launch 2,000 2D Stake-Able NFT Collection
Launch 1,000 3D Metaverse / Stake-Able NFT Collection.
More Corporate / Business Partnerships
Apply Tier 2 Exchanges
Marketing Campaign V3
Decentralized App Development (Phase II)
Apply for a BitLicense in NY

PHASE 4
2000+ Holders
Apply Tier 1 Exchanges
Decentralized Apps Beta Web & Mobile Testing
NFT Collections Surprises
Marketing Campaign for DApp in Android/IOS
More Corporate / Business Partnerships
Play to Earn Game Phase 1
Metaverse Lands and Worlds Phase 1
3D NFT Collection for CRO & Polygon (Matic)

LEGAL DISCLAIMER

All of the information presented in this whitepaper is tentative and may be
changed at any time. None of the information herein should be interpreted as
legal, accounting, or investment advice. This whitepaper is provided as-is, for
informational purposes only, with the intention of describing this prospective Defi
project.
“War Pigs” does not have the legal qualification of a security, since it does not
give any right to dividends or interests. The sale of War Pigs is final and nonrefundable. War Pigs tokens cannot have a performance or a particular value
outside the War Pigs protocol. War Pigs tokens shall therefore not be used or
purchased for speculative or investment purposes. The purchaser of War Pigs
tokens is aware that securities laws, which ensure that investors are sold
investments that include all the proper disclosures and are subject to regulatory
scrutiny for the investors’ protection, are not applicable. Anyone purchasing War
Pigs tokens expressly acknowledges and represents that she/he has carefully
reviewed this white paper and fully understands the risks, costs and benefits
associated with the purchase of War Pigs.

